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Idea of reconstruction
Vokieciu street is a segment of much wider pedestrians’ network within Vilnius old town. The main idea of the
proposal is to redefine and emphasize urban connection between Kudirka and Rotuse squares. Current Vokieciu
street has an expression of pedestrian boulevard, but the manner how it intertwines with cycling paths and car traffic
impose ‘unpredicted’ and ‘unwanted’ intersections. This happens to ‘dismantle’ the continuous pedestrian connection
and demands for a new urban intervention.
.
Resonance proposal focuses on Vokieciu street as a social value linked to the formal historic landscape. The location
cultivates social relations and the sense of belonging.
“the experience of personal involvement in a system or environment so that the persons feel themselves to be an
integral part of that system or environment” Bonnie M. Hagerty

Vincas Kudirka square

Radvila palace

Saint Chatherine’s Church

Vokieciu street
City hall
Church of St. Casimir

The Church of St. Theresa
Gates of Dawn
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New routes
By keeping in mind the vision traffic plan for Vilnius old town the proposal clearly subdivides areas for traffic and
spaces for pedestrians. Current condition of street could address the space both as a location for recreation and as
comfortable transition area.

Existing situation

Proposal for new urban connections

The new proposal delineates functions in two types of pathways which are varying in functionality and reflect different
pace of pedestrian movement. The first one is more open and associated with historical street used as ‘fast’ passage.
The second one defines much slower pace where the user is invited to wander (derive) and observe. Both pathways
are parallel to each other and are linked with a ‘stripe’ of multi-purpose functions of public space.
“People tended to think of path destinations and origin points: they liked to know where paths came from and where
they led. Paths with clear and well known origins and destinations had stronger identities. helped tie the city together,
and gave the observer a sense of his bearings whenever he crossed them.” Kevin Lynch
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Identity & History
The Existing street structure is a result of a
aggressive intervention, which has altered the
streets perception unrecognisably. Former narrow
old town street was transformed by demolishing
existing historical structures to make space for a
new public space. However, since then little was
done to further strengthen the identity. Overtime
it became a transitional space orientated towards
service and commercial functions. The space does
not accommodate functions that invite the locals for
public life.

Identity?
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Concept

special place

sitting rooms

open space

flexible terraces

special place

fixed terraces

open space

flexible terraces

open space

special place

Existing functions and resonating zones

New pattern - place making

To create a new meaning for Vokieciu street our proposal looks at its social aspect. To bring in a new identity we
propose to create a concept with a strong place making strategy. The intimate atmospheric street that it had before
can be recreated by different means. We emphasize on giving back public space back for the citizens.
In our idea we look for a strong signifier in a pavement which could express this. The proposed line pattern echoes
with the historical topological layers but at the same time expresses opportunity for new uses. It ‘splashes’, meanders
and creates playful lines, which are directly informed by the existing various functions around. Destined zones define
how dense should be the lines and how easy it should be for other parties to appropriate the space.
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General Situation
In between this resonating stripe/place public space
contains formal/informal restaurants seating. The place
is also formed with small architecture elements as
planting pots and benches coding the area for different
ways of appropriation. The stripe emphasised with line
of existing trees defines ambitious semi open transition
which also represent the merge of old and new.
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Traffic Management
Part of the proposal was to organise the circulation for
pedestrians, bikes and cars. Since the historical road
is becoming part of the main pedestrian route, cars
and bikes are organised on the other side. This creates
clear, functional division.
Following the vision plan of Vilnius for traffic, northern
side of the street is becoming a double-sided car street,
with some parallel parking spots along the stripe. Bike
path is located separate from the vehicular traffic. The
existing historical road is focusing on pedestrian use.
With the idea of the resonance we aim to activate
spaces along the historical street. In this way the use of
the historical street is becoming even stronger. Along
the stripe some squares become strategic places for
place making.
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Greenery
The green character of the area is based on the existing
tree structure. However, the former experience of the
path that is in between only offers some low grass areas.
We propose to cluster green areas and add new
greenery in order to increase their ecological value
and improve the spatial effect they have on the public
space.
Within Vilnius old town tissue this typology of
landscaped greenery aims to add another layer of how
the citizens can experience the public space with soft
borders.
This landscape further is split into smaller segments
to connect the passages leading to the courtyards
of residential buildings or pedestrian paths on both
sides of Vokieciu street. The historical connections
and courtyards are becoming part of the experience
through the green by adding stepping stones which
are located in the exact same spot as they were.
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The Green Ribbon
The main idea for the landscape is to suggest a generous green space in the middle that will be enriched with variety
of plants. Because of the historical foundation, the focus was on low shrubs, different types of flowers that could add
quality of space on the existing situation and new trees were avoided. Next to bike path low shrubs were suggested to
create a green boundary for the cyclists. Around the squares and the sitting places different variety of flowers propose
more stopping power by having accentuation in colour.

References for the green according to the plans

1.2 The Green Ribbon

The Green Ribbon
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Public Nodes
Public spaces at the nodes address Vokieciu street by creating a unique character of the site. At these stops organised
sitting areas are added. They form nodes for social interaction between pedestrians. The nodes and public space
in between the pathways are the core elements of the boulevard where gatherings appear. In such way recreational
areas are more classified and concentrated.

The Start Node
1.1 The Start

1.2 The Green Ribbon

The Intersection Node
1.3 The Intersection Node

1.4 The Hard Square
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The Square
A formal square is defined in a close proximity to the Contemporary Art Centre (CAC). It enriches the spatial transition from Rotuse square to Vokieciu street while providing a more intimate space. The place has also the potency for
public events for example by the artists from the CAC. Therefore, we propose slightly elevated platform as a stage,
additional lighting and possible electricity connection. Furthermore the idea of steps is introduced for daily use of
public space. It increases the functional diversity of square by giving the possibility to sit, walk and host the audience
during the events. As a highlight of the square we also propose to uncover, preserve and safely exhibit one part of
the discovered historical foundation.

1.4 The Hard Square

The Hard Square
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Public Furniture & Pavement
The layout of the furniture was an integral part of the resonance design concept. The way they are designed is depending on the functioning zone that already exists in Vokieciu street. By nuanced means they also inform the way
the pedestrians flow or navigate. The specific forms of the public furniture create orientation that either encourage
you to move or invites you to stay in comfort. Warm materials like wood enhances this feeling.
The resonance pattern is one of the main elements we use to execute the place making strategy. This strip is paved
with natural stone or concrete tiles of 1000x2000mm size. The lines are engraved on the surface of tiles as a treatment
of the surface finish. The pattern works together with the furniture to create a dynamic experience by creating different environments. It is expressed through continuous lines which fluctuate according to the spaces they encounter
as the lines are denser or less sparce. In that way, the pattern codes and contextualises the pavement in various ways
along the site. As a result, the tiles create a homogeneous identity that is unique and are site specific.

Dynamic Space Formants

Public Space for Restaurants

Informal Breakout Spaces

Outdoor resting areas in the green
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Sections

Section A-A

Section B-B
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Plan Fragment A- A
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Plan Fragment B-B
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Panoramic Views
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